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Abstract: A methodology for making consistent studies of outliers of non-climacteric melon volatile
organic compounds at harvest is reported. The juice was squeezed from the fruit of the ‘Piel de
sapo’ cultivar harvested during two consecutive seasons and the aroma volatiles were extracted
by headspace solid phase microextraction and measured by gas chromatography coupled to
mass-spectrometry. A deconvolution analysis was performed to obtain volatile organic compounds.
For multivariate the reliable identification of outliers, compound classes were studied as a percentage
of total area counts of the melon compounds identified in the chromatogram by principal component
analysis and partial least-squares discriminant analysis, and then verified by correlation analysis,
box-whisker plot, and formal tests for univariate outliers. Principal component analysis was the
key methodology for selecting outliers in variables that mostly did not follow a normal distribution.
The presence of an excess in terms of relative percentage of area and the diversity of minor compounds
such as alcohols, terpenes, acids, among others, are usually a sign of anomalous data that can be
considered outliers in the aroma of this non-climacteric cultivar. This multivariate approach removed
outliers, but kept the variability of aroma among the samples of every cultivar.
Keywords: Cucumis melo L.; exploratory data analysis; gas-chromatography mass spectrometry;
multivariate analysis; solid phase microextraction; volatile organic compounds

1. Introduction
Variability among fruits in the analysis of volatile aroma compounds (VOCs) of non-climacteric melons
is usually a problem due to the differential effect of fruit maturity, and the complex interaction between
genotype and environment found for other quality attributes [1]. There is even variability among the years
in which the fruits of each cultivar or breeding line are harvested because of difficulties in harvesting melons
in the same stage of maturity, particularly in non-climacteric types. These visual indices, such as the skin
color in contact with the soil, are affected by differences in the environment depending on the season.
Studies of the aroma of the parental line ‘Piel de sapo’ have demonstrated the inter-season variability
and the lower aromatic potential compared with other climacteric varieties and, to a lesser extent, compared
with almost non-climacteric or hybrid isogenic lines of the same type [2–7]. This pattern is typical of the
inodorus cultivars studied by other authors [8,9]. Although certain data considered anomalous for this
reference parental are usually discarded, no one methodology has been described for making the decision
to remove outliers in a consistent way across years or seasons, although statistical tools, such as Grubbs’
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test for a single outlier based on the assumption of normality, are available [10]. However, this type of test
is designed to detect the presence of only one outlier, which is why some authors have proposed tests
for multiple outliers (e.g., Iglewicz and Hoaglin’s two sided and robust test), or outlier high dimensional
data analysis [11,12], the latter also applicable to fruit aromas which are composed of many individual
chemical compounds.
In previous studies we tested different multivariate and univariate statistical methods for the data
analysis of VOCs and other quality traits [2,3,5,6,13], also considering “zero” type data, when the
VOC variable should be considered consistent [5], or even the use of deconvolution to reduce this
problem [6,7]. The groups of different compound classes are of interest for the potential discrimination of
physiological behavior or for quantitative trait loci (QTL) mapping of VOCs [5,6]. In particular, principal
component analysis (PCA) and partial least-squares discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) were applied to data
for unsupervised and supervised dimension reduction, respectively. The projection of data in a lower
dimension space is a useful technique for identifying outlier points based on the distance between the rest
of the points.
The box-whisker plot, originally introduced by Tukey [14] as a tool in exploratory data analysis,
has become one of the most widely used statistical graphs for the detection of univariate outliers.
Outliers in a box-whisker plot are the data with distance to the box of at least 1.5 times the interquartile
range (IQR) while, in the case of extreme outliers, the distance is at least three times the IQR.
Data classified as outliers using different criteria have been considered as strong outliers.
The objective of the present work was to develop a methodology for the systematic observation
of strong outliers in VOC analysis of samples in an integrated manner that allows some potentially
anomalous data to be excluded in the determination of fruit aromas. This is particularly critical for
QTL mapping and in the determination of QTL × environment effects because the variability could be
higher than in other cases, particularly in plots in open fields for breeding purposes, and/or in fruit
where the exact degree of maturity is difficult to assess due to biological variance, e.g., melon [15].
For this, the study was based on the same parental studied in two different seasons.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Plant Material and Experimental Design
The Spanish melon parental (Cucumis melo L., cv. T111, inodorus group) of the ‘Piel de sapo’ type (PS)
was grown in Torre Pacheco (Murcia, Spain) in typical Mediterranean conditions [6] during two consecutive
seasons (S1 and S2). The experimental plot consisted of six plants per replicate (three plants located in two
adjacent rows) with n = 21 and n = 9 replicates in S1 and S2, respectively. Two to three fruits per replicate
were harvested between 07:00 and 10:00 h in one week in each season according to previously-reported
minimum and optimum harvest maturity indices for PS [6,15]. The most critical parameters for externally
identifying full maturity at harvest in the field were a developed stem scar, followed by peduncle lignification,
and the onset of a light yellow color in the skin surrounding the peduncle, a dull dark green skin color,
and a minimum light yellow color in the skin in contact with the soil. The total soluble solids (TSS) content,
which was regularly monitored, showed a maximum that depended on the season, and fruit with less than
10 ◦ Brix were discarded. Flesh volatiles were analyzed in both seasons.
2.2. Flesh and Juice Sampling for Volatile AnalyFTWsis
Flesh cylinder samples (20 mm length × 15 mm diameter) were obtained from the equator of
individual fruit using an apple core borer following the previously reported methodology [2,6]. Each
replicate consisted of a single analysis of fruit (usually two different melons) per field replicate. Juice was
squeezed from the cylinders with a Simplex Super cast aluminum manual juicer and filtered through
a four-layer cheesecloth. After 3 min at 23 ◦ C, the mixture (20 mL juice and 8 mL CaCl2 saturated solution,
i.e., 71.4% v/v of juice) was poured into two 5 mL and one 15 mL sterile polypropylene vials, which
were stored at −80 ◦ C until analysis (after around two months). For the analysis, samples were thawed
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(about 15 min at 20 ◦ C) and 2.32 mL of the mixture was poured into 10-mL vials. After adding 0.02 mL of
the internal standard (a solution of 4.27 mg L−1 of 1-phenylethanol, CAS 98-85-1, in dichloromethane),
the vials were capped hermetically (SU860101 silicone/PTFE 18 mm, 35 shore A, screw cap, Supelco,
Bellefonte, PA, USA), and put into a thermostatted tray at 13 ◦ C. Around 15 samples per day were analyzed
in a random order.
2.3. Volatile Analysis: Headspace (HS) Formation, Solid-Phase Micro-Extraction (SPME), and Gas
Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry (GC-MS) Analysis
Solid-phase microextraction was conducted after each season according to the indications
of Amaro et al. [16] with slight modifications. A retention time-locking gas-chromatography
mass-spectrometry method, using n-pentadecane (Sigma-Aldrich, Saint Louis, MO, USA; Merck KGaA,
Darmstadt, Germany) as reference to block the method (at a retention time of 24.022 min), was used.
Therefore, the column operated in constant pressure mode that slightly differed each year in order to
keep the retention times constant. This methodology practically avoids the need for alignment [17],
because differences in retention times among chromatograms were negligible.
Volatiles were extracted without stirring during 120 min at 35 ◦ C in the heating tray of the
gas chromatograph (6890N, Agilent Technologies, Wilmington, DE, USA) by using static HS-SPME.
The fiber was 1 cm long and coated with 50/30 µm divinylbenzene/carboxen on polydimethylsiloxane
(DVB/CAR/PDMS) (57329-U DVB/CarboxenTM/PDMS Stable FlexTM, Supelco, Bellefonte, PA, USA).
This fiber is recommended for automatic holders and volatile and semi-volatile (C3–C20) analyses. The fiber
(20 mm length and 20 gauge needle size) entered 22 mm into the vial headspace and remained for 30 min
absorbing volatiles at 35 ◦ C. The volatiles were desorbed from the SPME fiber into the GC injection port
(mass spectrum detector transfer line heater) with a bake-out step of 3 min at 280 ◦ C. The analyses were
carried out with a MPS2 Gerstel Multipurpose sampler coupled to the GC-MS. The injection port was
operated at 260 ◦ C in splitless mode and subjected to a pressure of 13.4 psi adjustable for the retention time
of n-pentadecane to be the same. The purge flow rate of the inlet was 40 mL·min−1 and the purge time was
2 min. The post-run column conditions were 10 min at 220 ◦ C with a pressure of 26.2 psi. The fiber bake-out
parameters were 15 min pre-bake-out time, 44 mm of injector penetration, and 1 min post-bake-out time.
A solvent delay of 0.5 min was applied. The inlet liner used was a 2637505 SPME/direct (Supelco),
78.5 mm × 6.5 mm × 0.75 mm. Volatiles were separated on a 30 m × 0.25 mm i.d. × 0.25 µm thick
capillary column (HP-5MS ultra inert, Agilent Technologies, Wilmington, NC, USA) that contained 5%
phenyl-methyl silicone as a stationary phase. The carrier gas was helium (purity > 99.999%) with a flow
rate of 1.5 mL·min−1 . The initial oven temperature was 35 ◦ C, followed by a ramp of 2 ◦ C·min−1 up to
75 ◦ C, and then at 50 ◦ C·min−1 to reach a final temperature of 250 ◦ C, which was held for 5 min. Oven
equilibration time was 0.5 min. Mass spectra were obtained by electron ionization (EI) at 70 eV. The detector
worked at 230 ◦ C and in full-scan with data acquisition and ion mass captured between 40 and 450 amu
(4 scan·s−1 ) during the run time (27.5 min).
2.4. Identification of Volatile Organic Compound and Data Calculations
The peaks were identified by a mass spectrometer (5973 Network Mass Selective Detector,
Agilent Technologies) coupled to the GC, comparing the experimental spectra with those of NIST 11 MS
library (National Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, MD, USA). The chromatographic
analysis data for the volatile compounds were automatically integrated using MSD ChemStation software
(F.01 001 1903 2013, Agilent Technologies). To reduce the number of additional peaks that would need to
be manually introduced in the subsequent deconvolution process, the automatic Chemstation parameters
were set as follows: initial area reject 0; initial peak width 0.045; shoulder detection off; initial threshold
14.0. These preliminary data only served as a basis for manual integration, deconvolution, and individual
reverification of the peaks based on deconvolution analysis using NIST 11 MS library and the automated
mass spectral deconvolution and identification system AMDIS (version 2.7, 2011, National Institute of
Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, MD, USA). Data for the best deconvolution models were selected
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from those offered by automatic mass spectral deconvolution and identification system (AMDIS) according
to the higher match quality index for the target compound (usually 2–3 models, and always less than
five models per peak). After several trials with different options, the deconvolution settings of AMDIS
were: component width equal to 16, two adjacent peak subtractions, low resolution, very high sensitivity,
and low shape requirements. These parameters can be modified, especially to obtain the results for some
flat peaks (i.e., some alkanes or poorly detectable compounds) that cannot always be confirmed with the
above parameters: for example, by increasing the resolution to high.
Chemical compounds were verified by a comparison of linear retention indices (LRI) calculated with
a homologous series of n-alkanes (C6–C20; Sigma-Aldrich) for the HP-5 MS UI column [18] and analyzed
under the same conditions. Propane, butane, and pentane retention times were estimated based on
previous analysis of several seasons. LRI were compared with the literature results compiled by NIST [19],
although sometimes the LRI data were estimated from the non-polar retention index (n-alkane scale)
offered by NIST MS Search 2.0. We also used a profile of melon VOC LRIs (more than 500 compounds)
obtained in hundreds of previous analyses using cultivars of different types and the same methodology,
and others with HP-5 MS columns [20] (Fernández-Trujillo et al., 2013). A coefficient of variation for LRI
was calculated as follows:
CVLRI =

( LRI calculated − LRI literature)
× 100
LRI literature

(1)

The compounds accepted always showed CVLRI < 1% (usually less than 0.5%). The concentration
of the individual aroma volatile compounds identified (expressed as ng·mL−1 of juice) was quantified
from the relation between their areas and that of the internal standard (1-phenylethanol), obtained
from the total chromatograms, using a response factor of 1 [6].
The IUPAC names of individual aroma volatiles were verified with the CAS number of the NIST
database [19] in accordance with several databases [21,22].
The chemical volatile compounds were classified into eleven groups, according to Dos-Santos et al.
(2013) [5]: volatile acids (ACD); acetate esters (ACE); alcohols (ALC); aldehydes (ALD); alkanes (AHA);
ketones (KET); non-acetate esters (NAE); sulfur-derived compounds (SDC); terpenes (TER); others
(OTH). Unidentified (NID) compounds which did not demonstrate a clear comparison with the NIST11
database were not included in the main analysis. Each fruit was classified by the number of replicates
(21 in season 1, and nine in season 2) and a letter (A, B, C or D), and sometimes by adding the letter
“r”, indicating re-analysis of the same individual fruit sample.
We tested the following six variables calculated automatically by using a Microsoft® Excel 2013
worksheet programmed for this purpose and the calculations of the LRI and CVLRI :

−
−
−
−
−
−

Total area counts (match quality or similarity index MQ > 50).
Percentage of total area counts of identified compound classes (only classified compounds
excluding unidentified and exogenous, with MQ > 50).
Percentage of total area counts of the whole chromatogram (including compound classes classified
as exogenous, with MQ > 50, but not unidentified compounds).
Total area counts (without MQ criteria).
Percentage of total area counts of compound classes, including exogenous and
unidentified compounds.
Percentage of total area counts (total area of the chromatogram, without MQ criteria; including
exogenous and unidentified ones).

The first and fourth variables expressed in area counts were also examined after normalization of
the compound class variables to the response of the internal standard (1-phenylethanol) by multiplying
the areas by the corresponding factor calculated for each season, as follows:
FIE ij =

Area of internal standard of the sample j of season i
Average area of Internal standard of season i

(2)
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The two former percentage variables showed similar levels. Additionally, the last two percentage
variables calculated without MQ criteria showed similar results, and lower levels than the first two
percentage variables calculated with the constraint of MQ.
Data of individual fruit aroma analysis computed in Microsoft® Excel were aligned using software
specifically developed for this purpose in one of our projects (unpublished). The former software aligned
compounds based on names of chemical compounds generated by the NIST library, and CAS numbers
were used for further verification and, particularly, to avoid mistakes. Unidentified compounds (NID) were
also aligned based on names automatically generated using the concatenate function of Microsoft® Excel
with its respective retention time of two decimals (Unidentified (x)). A pseudo CAS number of unidentified
compounds was also generated per compounds using its respective x RT and its y linear retention index
(LRI) as follows: (NIDxLRIy). This information served for further manual verification in order to identify
potential target unidentified compounds for future research. Two Dell® Precision WorkStations (M6800
and M4400, both with 16 Gb of RAM) were required to perform these processes.
2.5. Total Soluble Solids
Total soluble solids content were determined using a digital refractometer (Pocket, Atago PAL-1,
Tokyo, Japan). The mean of each replicate plus SE are reported.
2.6. Statistical Analysis and Outlier Identification
Exploratory data analysis consisted of a normal probability plot and box-whisker plot analysis
of the six variables obtained for the compound classes of aroma volatiles of both seasons separately,
followed by principal component analysis and partial least-squares discriminant analysis applied to the
scaled and mean-centered data. For each univariate variable, the Grubbs’ test for outlier identification
was performed when normality assumption was not rejected according to the Shapiro-Wilk test
(p ≤ 0.05) [23]. Correlation analysis was also carried out for each pair of variables within each type of
the former six. Classical and robust 97.5% confidence ellipses of the data were calculated. The robust
method used 50% of the observations for MCD (minimum covariance determinant) estimations.
All statistical analyses were performed using the free R software (R Core Team 2017), the FactoMineR
library for the principal component analysis [24], and the caret library [25] for the PLS-DA analysis. Grubbs’
test and correlation analysis form part of the outliers and mvoutlier packages of R, respectively [26,27].
The first step in the procedure to detect strong outliers consisted of checking PCA and PLS-DA
output and marking the potential candidates, then verifying the candidates by correlation analysis,
box-whisker plots, and Grubb’s test when available. Additionally, dispersion graphs of different
quality traits (e.g., TSS vs. the variables of the different VOC compound classes in percentage), served
for the final decision on outlier classification and to study their potential origin.
3. Results
In a previous examination of the data by PCA, there were several mistakes because of a malfunction in
our alignment program (two samples) and a sample with many acetate esters and sulfur-derived compounds
that were also unique in fruit VOC of both seasons (Supplementary Materials Figure S1).
In general, the Grubbs’ test only allowed detection of a few outliers because the normality
assumption was rejected for most of the variables according to the Shapiro-Wilk test at a significance
level p ≤ 0.05 (data not shown).
3.1. Chemical Compounds Classes Based on Total Areas
All these data were studied visually taking into account in each fruit sample the other samples of the
same or different season. The results for the three groups of variables representing the total areas of the
chromatograms (with or without the MQ criteria, with or without normalizing the areas to the internal
standard) were similar, and judged by PCA. Finally, the outliers considered with this type of variables were
the fruits 2B and 6A (S1), and, to a lesser extent 3B (S2) (Figure 1; Supplementary Materials Figure S2A).
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The outliers observed by using PLS-DA were the same and also 16B (S1) and 2A (S2), and,
to a lesser extent, 5B or 6D (S2), because these two were only identified in the case of one of the
variables of the total area considered without applying the normalization of areas to the internal
standard (Supplementary Materials Figure S2).
From an observation of the figures and association outlier-centroid of each group of VOC
compound class (centroids on the left of each figure for PCA and on the right for PLS-DA; Figure 1;
Supplementary Materials Figure S2), the main reasons identifying the outliers in the first season was
the excess of acetate esters (6A (S1), 16B (S1)) and aldehydes, ketones, and others in 2B (S1). In the
second season, fruit 2A (S2) and 6D (S2) were considered outliers due to the excess of sulfur-derived
compounds, and 5B (S2) due to the unusually high relative abundance and diversity of terpenes.
The main problem with the total area variables was that they did not consider the differences
among different fruit analyses that are usually corrected when percentages or total areas are used,
sometimes by using internal standards, and this is the reason for verifying the proposed outliers with
the variables in percentages.
3.2. Chemical Compound Classes Based on Percentages of Sum of Areas
The results of the four groups of variables representing percentages of different compound classes
based on different total areas of the chromatograms were similar. The reason is that MQ values
increased when deconvolution was used, and so the percentages proposed with MQ are not altered
much by this limitation.
Essentially, one outlier was detected in the VOCs of fruit 15A (S1) by using PCA and PLS-DA,
due to the high proportion of alcohols, while no outliers were detected in S2 (Figure 2). Additionally,
fruit 4B (S1) could be an outlier as judged by PLS-DA, due to the greater proportion of terpenes and/or
acids than in other fruit (Supplementary Materials Figure S2). Certain differences between seasons
were detected by PCA or the PLS-DA of percentages (e.g., in the graph of the first two axes; Figure 2
and Supplementary Materials Figure S3). The fruit classified as outliers in the previous section by
reference to the area in absolute values were not classified as outliers using PCA, but using variables
of compound classes based on percentages of the sum of the areas.
In the last of the percentage variables (without MQ criteria and including total area), fruit 5A (S1)
was also considered as outlier (only by PLS-DA) due to a slightly higher proportion of acids, acetate
esters and/or alkanes (data not shown). This datum was not finally considered as a strong outlier.
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3.3. Box-Whisker Plots of Both Types of Variables
A high number of outliers were detected by box-whisker plots based on the lack of normality in
most of the variables of the compound classes tested, irrespective of the type of variable considered.
The two fruits proposed as strong outlier candidates (15A and 4B of S1) were reassessed by means of
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3.4. Correlation Analysis among Variables
This type of analysis produced many apparent outliers in each correlation pair (Supplementary
This type of analysis produced many apparent outliers in each correlation pair (Supplementary
Materials Figure S4), but the strong outliers (15A and 4B of S1) also appeared in graphs when alcohols
Materials Figure S4), but the strong outliers (15A and 4B of S1) also appeared in graphs when alcohols
and terpene variables appeared as percentages (Figure 4; Supplementary Materials Figure S4A,C,D).
and terpene variables appeared as percentages (Figure 4; Supplementary Materials Figure S4A,C,D).
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ninety (Table 1). Of the former, most were aldehydes (particularly hexanal), alcohols, sulfur-derived
compounds and, to a lesser extent, other groups.
Table 1. Main volatile organic compounds extracted by headspace solid phase microextraction,
measured by gas-chromatography coupled to mass spectrometry and tentatively identified by
deconvolution analysis versus NIST11 database. Chemical compound were identified in more than
90% of the melon fruit samples analyzed (outliers excluded from the calculations) in order of retention
time. The column used was an HP-5MS UI.
RT
Mean

Chemical
Abstract Service

Volatile Organic Compound

Linear Retention
Index Calculated

Match
Quality Mean

(Min)

Name

(IUPAC Name)

(ud)

(%)

1.279
3.572
4.143
4.949
7.581
8.974
11.951
12.427
14.814
16.607
18.709
20.146
20.814
20.916
21.433
21.629
22.015
22.112
22.177

000074-93-1
000624-92-0
000071-41-0
000066-25-1
000111-27-3
000111-71-7
000100-52-7
003658-80-8
000124-13-0
000104-76-7
000098-86-2
000617-94-7
000124-19-6
004621-04-9
000464-49-3
010340-23-5
000098-19-1
000112-40-3
000112-31-2

<400
737
763
799
867
902
954
962
1004
1033
1067
1091
1107
1114
1151
1165
1193
1200
1208

92
94
88
92
90
91
83
88
89
86
92
81
94
75
95
81
72
82
92

22.911

71186-24-8

1305

59

23.463

000629-59-4

1400

65

Methanethiol
Methyldisulfanylmethane
Pentan-1-ol
Hexanal
Hexan-1-ol
Heptanal
Benzaldehyde
Methylsulfanyldisulfanylmethane
Octanal
2-ethylhexan-1-ol
1-phenylethanone
2-phenylpropan-2-ol
Nonanal
4-Isopropylcyclohexanol (isomer)
1,7,7-trimethylbicyclo[2.2.1]heptan-2-one
(Z)-non-3-en-1-ol
1-tert-butyl-3,5-dimethylbenzene
Dodecane
Decanal
(6Z)-6-[(E)-but-2-enylidene]-1,5,5trimethylcyclohexene
Tetradecane

The levels of alcohols of the outlier 15A (S1) was 52.4% (percent of identified compounds with
MQ > 50), mostly due to the high relative concentration of hexan-1-ol followed by pentan-1-ol (70% of
the area counts of alcohols identified), but also to the presence of other alcohols.
The outlier of fruit 4B (S1) has terpene compounds such as alpha-pinene (4,7,7-trimethylbicyclo
[3.1.1]hept-3-ene), or beta-pinene (7,7-dimethyl-4-methylidenebicyclo[3.1.1]heptane) or camphene
(6,6-dimethyl-5-methylidenebicyclo[2.2.1]heptane), apart from the terpenoid camphor (1,7,7trimethylbicyclo[2.2.1]heptan-2-one). The acid detected in 4B (S1) was tentatively identified as
2-phenylpropanoic acid.
Other fruit also at the limit of distribution have high relative concentrations of ketones due to
1-phenylethanone, or some ester (isobutyl acetate or phenylmethyl acetate, and, to a lesser extent,
isopropyl acetate) or sulfur-derived esters (data not shown).
4. Discussion
Overall, the outliers detected from the total areas did not match with those detected by the
percentages because of the potential variability in the analysis and intensity of aroma among fruits.
Transformation of the percentages into logarithms of the variables of compound classes based on
percentages is not advisable except for classification or prediction purposes. The PLS-DA of the total
area (with or without normalization of each compound class to the response of the internal standard)
gave a higher number of outliers compared with PCA (Supplementary Materials Figure S2 vs. Figure 1),
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while, in percentages, these differences were minimized. Outliers detected by box-whisker plots were
also more frequent than in this case because the variables frequently could not be analyzed by assuming
normality, as demonstrated by the Shapiro-Wilk test. This problem also meant that Grubb’s test could
not be used in our case.
The main problem with applying Grubb’s test is that individual variables can only be used if
they follow a normal distribution, thus losing the perspective of a multivariate analysis. Additionally,
this test can only be applied to the two fruits with extreme distribution data [10]. However, more than
one fruit could be considered as an outlier in one extreme, particularly if the variable does not follow
a normal distribution.
An important point when two seasons are being compared is that the potential anomaly detected
by the box-whisker plot should be in the same range (Figure 3), which probably explains why more
outliers were not found in the multivariate statistical analysis compared with box-whisker plots.
The outliers detected by correlation analysis (Figure 4) were more than those finally considered
as strong outliers. Removing all of them from certain variables of compound classes using this
methodology or box-whisker plot would be problematic for considering the whole aroma of a fruit,
and also incorrect from a multivariate point of view.
Variability in melon fruit VOCs could be associated with differences in physiological maturity,
but also fruit sampling, particularly the start of the ripening process in the placental tissue containing
the seeds [28,29] because fruit ripening enhances the presence of alcohols. Some of the alcohols, such as
hexan-1-ol, are good substrates for alcohol acetyltransferases or AAT [30], and potential accumulation
in some fruits can be a sign of a lack of activity of the enzyme compared with aromatic cultivars [31],
or a fruit harvested in a stage when the activity of the enzyme is still low [30]. On the other hand,
the presence of terpenes or acids is sometimes associated with skin tissue [32], though terpenes have
been found at higher levels in PS than in other cultivars [33]. According to our experience and other
authors, acids are rarely detected in pulp samples by the HS-SPME test [5,33], but, by using stir-bar
sorptive extraction (SBSE), it is possible to detect them as a precursor of aromas in whole PS melons,
and also in the pulp of climacteric cultivars [20,34] and in other juices [35].
Previous publications have applied PCA and PLS-DA to the classification of and comparison
between VOCs of melon near-isogenic lines and the corresponding parental [5,6], the PLS-DA
providing a better classification with fewer variables involved. For a metabolomics approach, PCA
combined with multiblock hierarchical PCA has been used [36].
Another possibility in the formation of outliers is the onset of analytical artifacts during the process,
for example, due to septum bleeding, or the saline solution used (always stored at 2 ◦ C and prepared
before each season). No artifacts were observed after a blank SPME of the saturated saline solution or
water used to prepare the saline solution alone, in agreement with general recommendations [8,33].
From a physiological point of view, the higher the relative acetate ester concentration in flesh
tissue, the more senescent the PS melon flesh [37]. This was the case with some samples when area
counts were observed, but, in the percentage of total area counts, the outliers apparently disappeared.
The esters, particularly isobutyl acetate or phenylmethyl acetate, and, to a lesser extent isopropyl
acetate, are typical of climacteric cultivars [6]. Other compounds, such as methyl 2-methylpropanoate,
or the sulfur-derived esters, which are very specific to some cultivars and more abundant in climacteric
ones [38,39], can also help detect outliers. A few esters can develop with certain abundance in some
non-climacteric cultivars synthetized by ethylene-independent pathways, [40], particularly in certain
seasons [6]. The high level of these esters dramatically reduced the proportion of the aldehydes typical
of non-climacteric cultivars and accessions based on total area counts [8,9,37].
Another factor of importance is whether esters were found in the sampling procedure, particularly
in large experiments involving climacteric aromatic and non-climacteric non-aromatic cultivars or
lines for breeding purposes [39]. In the case of non-climacteric cultivars, placental tissue or local
over-mature tissue should be avoided [3,28,36].
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Overall, variables in the percentages of total area counts, such as total level of acids, terpenes,
or alcohols, increased during PS melon fruit ripening, while aldehydes decreased, although non-acetate
esters, alcohols and aldehydes also slightly increased close to senescence [34,37]. The detection of
the excess of some of these compounds within a sample of different fruit of one parental may help
to provide more reliable control data for QTL mapping of this type of compound at harvest using
near-isogenic lines [4,5].
Several strategies are feasible to reduce fruit sampling outliers, although improving the signal to
noise ratio in GC-MS analysis is probably the best by using techniques such as dynamic headspace
purge and trap methodology for extraction [41]. The additional validation of the results by SBSE
GC-MS is another interesting strategy [34], but deconvolution would be essential for integration [35],
particularly if full-scan analysis, instead of using quantification, monitoring one or two ions per
VOC [38], was used.
Another suggestion for studying outliers using the proposed methodology is to group the
compounds according to their metabolic pathways, taking into account their precursors [42]. Finally,
the methodology proposed can be helpful in association studies of VOCs with aroma obtained by
sensorial evaluation, particularly with small datasets in which outliers may or may not control what
relationships are found, and some variables show collinearity [43].
5. Conclusions
We propose a method for detecting outliers using PCA, double-checked with box-whisker plots,
using the VOC variables obtained as percentages of chemical compound classes based, for example,
on the total area of identified compounds in a chromatogram with an MQ above 50 (without exogenous
compounds). The differences with other variables based on percentages were irrelevant. An excess of
compounds, such as alcohols, terpenes, acids, or others in fruit samples was typical of some outliers.
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